Introduction
The C ++ language (ISO, 2003) is currently being extended by concepts ; we refer to the extended language as ConceptC ++ . Concepts provide an interface between templates and template arguments. Concept-constrained templates can be checked before they are used, in contrast to unconstrained templates in the current C ++ that can only be fully checked when used. This report describes a simplified version of the concept sublanguage that represents integral elements of ConceptC ++ . The purpose of the language is to capture the basic semantics of separate type checking with concepts as specified in (Gregor et al., 2008) . This report provides the syntax and the semantics along with a low-level discussion; the overview, motivation, and high-level discussion are meant to be provided elsewhere. The abstract syntax definition and the semantic rules in this report are generated from a meta-description in Ott (Sewell et al., 2007) , a tool for developing semantic definitions of programming languages. Semantic rules are given as, sometimes mutually-recursive, relations on the abstract syntax.
The features of C ++ with concepts included in our formalization are:
• Concepts 
Syntax
We describe the syntax of the core ConceptC ++ language in the BNF form. Some productions have annotations to the right of the right-hand side. The following annotations are understood by Ott.
• M indicates a metaproduction. These are not part of the free grammar for the relevant nonterminal, but instead are given meaning (in the theorem prover models) by translation into non-metaproductions. The translations, specified in the Ott source, are specific to each theorem prover.
• S is identical to M except that productions marked with S are admitted in parsing concrete terms.
The following annotations are for informational purposes only.
• [I] indicates a production that is not intended to be available in user programs but is useful in the metatheory.
• [L] indicates a library-implemented facility.
Since Ott currently does not provide a way to define functions (only relations are supported), some simple functions are embedded into the abstract syntax. Functions are usually indicated with function call syntax and a return type of the function is the non-terminal for which the function's production is given.
Note that some rules repeat production in other rules; this is intended and the repetition is captured by subrule constraints in section 2.2.
Also note that some terminals (see the "terminals" production in the grammar) are pretty printed identically to a non-terminal; however, they are not the same. It should be clear at the point of use if a particular symbol refers to a terminal or a non-terminal.
Furthermore, Ott synthesizes a user_syntax grammar (the last grammar rule) that lists all syntax available to the user. 
Grammar Rules
return type, function name, parameters
set minus for lists (preserves duplicates and order)
extract required associated types for a concept and its refinements | ty a extract associated types from a concept
extract function definitions from a concept map | sig extract function definitions from a concept map and its refinements 
Subrules
The above grammar is constrained by some subrule constraints that are checked by Ott. A subrule constraint r1 ≺ r2 means that every production in r1 must also exist in r2 but r2 may have additional productions not in r1. The grammar above is constrained by the following subrule constraints:
• val ≺ e,
• f a ≺ sig,
• cid ≺ scope.
Helper Judgements
This section contains the "helper" parts of the semantics, i.e., the simple but necessary parts. Each rule is listed in its own subsection. The type of the rule is given in a box . The type indicates which parts of the grammar are the "inputs" to a given rule. For example, the first rule in this section takes a signature sig and a function name f (fname and = are terminals). The type is followed by a brief comment. Next, the rules defining a relation on abstract syntax are given along with a short commentary.
fname (sig) = f extract function name from a function signature
Extract the name of a function from a function signature. 
Construct a function signature τ f (τ ) from its parts.
3.5 con (cid) = con extract concept name from a concept identifier cid_name con (con) = con Given a concept identifier con, return con. In this version of the semantics a concept identifier is just a concept name; in future versions this rule may become more complex.
con (cp) = con extract concept name from a concept definition
concept_name con (con refines cid { ty a f a }) = con Given a concept con refines cid { ty a f a }, extract concept name con.
f a (cp) = f a extract associated functions from a concept definition
Given a concept con refines cid { ty a f a }, extract associated function f a .
3.8 f a (C, cid) = f a extract associated functions given a concept identifier
Given an environment C and a concept identifier cid, extract associated functions of the concept designated by cid. First extract the concept name con from cid and then find the corresponding concept in C and return its associated functions f a . Note that there is no error handling; if cid does not name a defined concept then the second premise cannot be fulfilled and this judgment does not apply.
fdef (cm) = fdef extract function definitions from a concept map
Given a concept map concept_map cid { tydef fdef }, return its associated function definitions fdef .
ty a (cp) = ty a extract associated types from a concept definition
concept_types ty a (con refines cid { ty a f a }) = ty a Given a concept con refines cid { ty a f a }, return its associated types ty a .
3.11 ty a (C, cid) = ty a extract associated types given a concept identifier
Given an environment C and a concept identifier cid, extract associated types of the concept designated by cid. First extract the concept name con from cid and then find the corresponding concept in C and return its associated types ty a . Note that there is no error handling; if cid does not name a defined concept then the second premise cannot be fulfilled and this judgment does not apply.
tydef (cm) = tydef
extract type definitions from a concept map
3.13 refined (C, cid) = cid concept identifiers refinement crc_ref_cids 1. con (cid) = con 2. find-concept (C, con) = con refines cid { ty a f a } refined (C, cid) = cid A concept identifier designates a concept use. This judgment extracts concept identifiers for concepts that a concept designated by a concept identifier cid refines. The concept designated by cid is looked up in the concept environment C and its refinements are transitively extracted and converted to appropriate concept identifiers cid. In the current version of the semantics, cid is a sequence of concept names. Note that if cid names an undefined concept there is no explicit error handling, the judgment simply does not apply then.
Type System
A concept designated by a concept identifier cid directly refines concepts designated by concept identifiers cid, in the context of concept environment C. To find cid, the helper relation refined is applied.
C
The refinement relation is a transitive closure of the direct refinement relation. In the first premise, the sequence of concept identifiers for concepts directly refined by cid is found. Then, in premise 2, the refinement relation is applied recursively to every directly refined concept. The recursion terminates when a base case of a cid without direct refinements is reached. The result is a sequence containing every directly refined concept identifier cid i and the concept identifiers cid i that it refines.
4.3 C con ≺ cid concept refinement (for concept names)
The previous refinement judgments define refinement between concept uses, i.e., concept identifiers. Refinement also occurs between a concept and concept identifiers, when a concept is defined. This judgment defines the refinement relation between a concept name con, which refers to a concept definition, and concept identifiers cid, which refer to concept uses in a refinement clause. The judgment finds an appropriate concept identifier cid (premise 2) and forwards the job to refinement between concept identifiers (premise 1). 
find-scope
Examine each associated function in f a by "calling" overload-set recursively. For every signature, check if the function is named f and if it is, add it to the result of the recursive overload set lookup.
4.8 normalize (C, cid, sig) = sig fully qualify type names in an overload set n_fdecls_empty normalize (C, cid, ) = Do not do anything for an empty overload set.
Given a concept environment C, a concept identifier cid, and an overload set sig, fully qualify type names in each signature in sig. A single signature is first extracted, in premise 1, from the overload set. Then it is disassembled into parts in premises 2-4. In premises 5-6, each type occurring in the signature is looked up in the concept identified by cid. In premises 7-8, the normalization process is called recursively for the remaining signatures and the current signature is reassembled, with the fully qualified types looked up earlier. The final result is the reassembled signature prepended to the result of the recursive normalization process.
4.9 find-rec (C, cid, f ) = sig compute overload set recursively
Given the concept environment C and the concept identifier cid, look up the overload set for a function named f in the concept identified by cid and the concepts it refines. The set of concept identifers refined by cid is found in premise 1 and, in premises 2-3, the overload set for function f is looked up for each of these concepts. In premise 4, all of these overload sets are concatenated and in premise 5, duplicates (if there are any) are removed. The sequence of concept identifiers found in premise 1 maintains the depth-first order of discovery in traversal of refinement clauses. Furthermore, the rdup function in premise 5 keeps the first occurrence of each duplicate. Consequently, when there are duplicate signatures, the ones found first by depth-first traversal of the refinement hierarchy are kept. 
C
This judgment gives the type of an object created by an object creation expression obj τ . To type the object, the type τ must be looked up in the constraints cid i i . In premise 1, the type τ is looked up in each of the requirements and, in premise 2, the None results of unsuccessful searches are removed. Finally, the third premise asserts that the sequence of results τ contains only one type τ (but possibly more than once). This type is the type of the object created by the object creation expression.
This judgment types a function call f (e k k ). First, in premise 1, an overload set with functions named f is looked up; the second premise ensures that there are no duplicates in the set. In the third premise every argument is typed and overload resolution is performed in premise 4, finding the appropriate function signature sig. The return type extracted from that signature is the type of the function call. Note that if overload resolution is ambiguous or fails a function application cannot be typed. The core language does currently not allow user-defined types. Therefore, the only types that can be used in a type declaration are built-in types.
tydef
The second rule is similar to the first but it handles the concept maps that have been implicitly defined (premise 2). In these cases, the concept maps for refined concepts that have been implicitly defined by the same source are ignored. In the third premise, implicit concept maps are searched for (the result of each search is an icm?); in the first rule, the implicit "parent" part of implicit concept maps was ignored (the result of each search was a cm?). The fifth premise in the second rule filters out all concept maps for refined concepts that have been implicitly defined by the same parent (icm . cid = cid impl ). This is done to ignore functions in refined concept maps that have exactly the same definitions since the definitions came from the same source: the "parent" concept map that caused implicit definition. M , cid?, cid) = fdef defined functions (for concept maps)
fdef (C,
This judgment is very similar to the previous one but function definitions instead of signatures are extracted.
tydef (M , cid)
= tydef defined types (for concept maps)
This judgment extracts definitions of associated types in concept maps for concepts identified by cid i i . In contrast to the previous two judgments for associated function definitions, the concepts cid i i for which definitions should be extracted are provided directly instead of a concept that they refine.
ty a tydef tydef
one-level type definitions compatibility
Compatibility of type declarations is decided in light of the associated types of the concept for which the concept map is defined. The rule consists of two parts:
1. Narrow the set of type declarations to those that are not for one of the associated types.
2. Make sure that the type declarations provided for a new concept map are compatible with the existing declarations.
The compatibility of "siblings," i.e., type declarations in tydef ≺1 does not have to be checked separately.
For non-shadowed type names, line 2 ensures sibling compatibility through the new definition in tydef . For shadowed names, compatibility was already ensured when these names were defined. In particular, definitions for shadowed names may differ if the sources of a name in the refinement hierarchy are different.
assuming that the currently processed definition passes compatibility and consistency checks. The implicit concept maps will propagate the definitions from the currently processed map and if an incompatibility is introduced, it will be detected later as implicit concept maps are created. Finally (premise 4), the one-level compatibility check is performed between type definitions in tydef and in tydef ≺1 .
process, the potential "parent" concept map cid?, and the type (tydef ) and function (fdef ) definitions from the concept map for the concept identified by cid. The "result" of the judgment is a set of generated concept maps. The first rule shows generation for concept maps that have a "parent" and the second rule shows generation for concept maps that do not have one (premise 1 in both rules). The second premise extracts identifiers of the concepts directly refined by the concept identified by cid and the third premise keeps only the ones for which no concept map exists yet. Premise 4 finds function definitions in concept maps for concepts refined by cid; these are used later in premise 8. In premises 5-6, required associated types and functions are extracted for each of the directly refined concepts. In premises 7-8, the definitions for associated functions and types are taken from the available definitions. For associated types, the concept map for cid is guaranteed to contain a definition for every associated type in each refined concept, as described earlier. For associated functions, the definitions are taken from the current concept map and from the refined concept maps (fdef fdef ≺ ). According to the judgments described earlier, this sequence of functions is guaranteed to contain a definition for every associated function in refined concepts that is still undefined. Finally, premise 9 assembles the definitions into concept maps. Note that in the first rule the returned concept maps are constructed with cid impl as the "parent" (in the conclusion of the rule), while in the second rule cid is set to be the "parent." This is because in the first rule the concept map for cid was itself implicitly defined and it simply propagates the "parent," while in the second rule the concept map for cid is explicitly defined and it is the "parent" itself.
This judgment processes a meta-program, definition by definition. The check is performed in the environment C ; M ; T where C is the sequence of all defined concepts, M is the sequence of all defined concept maps, and T is the sequence of all defined templates. The program P produces a new environment C ; M ; T if it is correct-every definition in P extends the appropriate part of the environment. The first rule handles empty programs: nothing has to be done.
The second rule handles template definitions. The first premise simply creates an alias for a template given as the "input" in the conclusion so that parts of the template can be accessed. The second premise checks that concepts used in the refinement clause of the template are defined in the environment and the third rule checks that the template named tn is not already defined. In premise 4, the expression e contained in the template is type checked given C, an empty variable environment ∅, and the requirements of the template cid i i . Finally, the last premise asserts that the rest of the program evaluates to a new environment given the original environment extended with the newly defined template. p_inst_concept 1. cp not defined in C 2. cp C ; M ; T P ⇓ C ; M ; T C ; M ; T cp P ⇓ C ; M ; T Currently, there are is no checks for concept definitions beyond ensuring that a concept is not being redefined (premise 1). p_inst_cmap 1. C ; M ; T (cm, None) P ⇓ C ; M ; T C ; M ; T cm P ⇓ C ; M ; T Checking of a concept map is forwarded to the next rule for checking of implicit concept maps. The "input" concept map cm, given in the conclusion, is used to construct an implicit concept map (cm, None), which is checked by the rule for implicit concept maps in the only premise. The last rule processes implicit concept maps. The first premise simply creates an alias to the implicit concept map given as an "input" and the second premise creates an alias to the concept map part of the implicit concept map tuple. The third premise asserts that cm does not redefine an existing concept map. The following 5 premises perform, in order, checking of type definitions, compatibility check of type definitions, function definitions check, function definitions compatibility check, and generation of the implicit concept map. All of these tasks have been described earlier in this document. The last premise processes the rest of the program.
Separate Type Checking Safety
The goal of separate type checking is to guarantee that templates can be checked against their requirements at the time of definition. Then, definitions in concept maps are checked separately. Finally, when using a template, it only has to be checked that the necessary concept maps exist. In our core language, the only task remaining is to substitute definitions but no type checking is required: the previous checks guarantee that type checking succeeds. The details of separate type checking are given in (Zalewski and Schupp, 2008 ), here we give only a brief overview. Assume ∅ ; ∅ ; ∅ P ⇓ C ; M ; T Then: For any template tmpl ∈ T , if concept maps enumerated in the requirement clause of the template exist, then the template expression is guaranteed to type check after type definitions from concept maps have been substituted for type names used in the expression (type checking succeeds in the context of function definitions given in concept maps).
This is an informal statement of the separate type checking safety property. The following properties are implied:
• No Argument-Dependent Lookup (ADL) is necessary. All names are resolved during type checking of templates and then bound to the implementations provided in concept maps.
• No errors can occur during template instantiation if the required concept maps are defined.
• Programs developed independently against a common set of concepts are guaranteed to type check when used together.
In our restricted language, separate type checking safety is indeed guaranteed for all cases yet in C ++ there are some cases where separate type checking does not exclude errors at template instantiation time. discuss in detail how separate type checking may fail, due to concept-based overloading. Our core language investigates other aspects of concepts design, in particular we concentrate on name lookup and refinement. Since we do not include the features that may break the safety of separate type checking, template instantiation never results in errors. 
P

